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The suit demand pressure regulator (figure 2.7-2) controls suit

circuit pressure _.n nor'real and emergency modes. It supplies oxygen to the

suits whenever the suit circuit is isolated from the cabin, and during

depressurized operations. It also relieves excess gas to prevent over-

pressurizing the suits.

The regulator consists essentially of two redundant demand regula-

tors,, and a relief valve, A selector valve is provided for selecting either

or both regulators. Normally both are in operation.

Each regulator section consists of an anerold control, and a differen-

tial diaphragm ho'osed in a referenc{_ chamber. The diaphragm is connected

by a rod to the demand valve. The den_and valve will be opened whenever a

pressure differential is sensed across the dJaphregrn, In operation there is

a constan_ bleed flow of oxygen from the supply into the reference chamber,
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around the aneroid, and out through the control port into the cabin. As long ,

as the cabin pressure is greater than 3.75 psia, the flow of oxygen through

the control port is virtually unrestricted, so that the pressure within the

reference chamber is essentially that of the Cabin. This pressure acts on

the upper side of the diaphragm, while suit pressure is applied to the under-

side. The diaphragm can be made to open the demand valve by either

inc'reasing the reference chamber pressure, or by decreasing the sensed

suit pressure.

• d
The increased pressure mode occurs during depressur:Lze operations.

As the cabin pressure decreases the aneroid expands. At 3. 75 psia the

aneroid will have expanded suffiziently to restrict: the outflow of oxygen

through the control port, thus increasing the reference chamber pressure,

Decreased suit pressure mode occurs whenever the suSt circuit is

isolated from the cabin, and cabin pressure is above 5 psia. In the process

of respiration the crew will exhale carbon dioxide and water vapor. ]in

circulating the suit gases through the COz-odor absorber arid the suit heat

exchanger, the CO Z and waeer are removed. The removal reduces the

pressure in the suit circuit, which is sensed by the regulator on the under-

side of the diaphragm. When the pressure drops approximately Z inches

I-IzO below cabin pressur.e, the diaphragrn will open the demand valve.

The regulator assembly contains a poppet-type relief valve which is

integral with the suit pressure sense port. During operations when the

cabin pressure is above 3, 75 psia_ the relief valve is loaded by a coil

spring w1_cb allows excess suit gas to be vented whenever suit pressure

rises Z to 9 inches I-IzO above cabin pressure. When the cabin pressure

decreases to 3. 75 psia, the reference chamber pressure is increased by

the throttling effect of the expanding aneroid. The reference chamber

pressure is applied through ducts to two relief-.valve loading chambers

which are arranged in tandem above the relief valve poppet. The pressure

in the loading chambers acts on tandem.diaphragms which are forced

against the relief valve poppet. The relief portion of the valve is thus

increased to 3. 75 psia plus Z to 9 inches HzO.

i"

Two parallel COz-odor absorber canisters, downstream of the suit

compressors, function in the removal of carbon dioxide and odors. A

removable filter within each canister contains sufficient lithium hydroxide

(for CO Z removal) and activated charcoal (for odor removal) to last 1,5

man-days of operation. This operational limit requires each filter be

changed, on an alternating basis, every IZ hours. An _nterna] bypass is

incorporated within each filter to furnish the req_dred flow during the ECS

emergency mode (cabin depressurized), but re,ill.also increase the flow

under normal conditions, Although 50 percent of the flow is per:nitted to

bypass the lithium hydroxide, the total flow must pass through the charcoal

lilte r.
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The COm.-odor absorber filter change sequence involves numerically

identified fillers and alphabetically identified filter stowage containers.

Although the filters are replaced in numerical sequence, the stowage con-

lathers arc not opened in alphabetical sequence relative to filter replace-

mont. Ocld-numbered filters will always be installed in suit circuit

canister A (upper) and even-numbered filters installed in canister I% (lower).

After the proper filter stowage container is located by the crewman, the

corrc_ct filter is obtained and the filter change accomplished. The used

filter is then stowed in the container from which the unused replacement

came. Where two filters are stowed one above the olher, the used filter

_vil] always be placed belo\v the remaining _:rmsed f]l_er, This provides a

more readily accessible unused filter at the next IZ-hour rep!acen_,ent

period. Filter replacement data, such as filter number and rots:zion time,

is recorded by the crew in the Nighc log,

A diver[er v_tlve located at the canisters inlet is normally positioned

to direct ha,{ flow through hoN_ filters. In conjuncti6n with check valves,

located at each canister outlet, repositioning the diverter valve isolates an

expended fi]tero A manua!].y operated ver,,t valve for each canister e.l!ows

equalization to cabin pressure prior to the removal of a filter.

Suit circuit gases, upon leaving the COz-odo r absorber canister

assemb]y_ are at a higher temperature and humidity level than at apy other

point in _he suit circuit. Heat has been generai:ed in flowing through the

compressoJ, s andN_.e canister assembly. Also, the already i_urnid gases

have picked up additional n-_.e_sture due to cbe,-n;c_l -_o_ction betwee_ the

carbo_; dioxide and lithium hydroxide, The suit heat exchanger removes

this heat and humidity from the suit gases.

Normally the heat transfer fluid, v,,a_;er-glycol, Nowing through the

suit heat exchanger red,novels the suit circuit heat loads to space through

space radiators. A water-glycol evaporator supplements heat transfer

when the space radiators are inadequate_ A suit evaporator (part of the

suit heat exchanger) is provided and used only in the ev¢nt of an emergency.

con.(_t_on_ the suit evaporator controls are to remain in theUnder all od_er _'-' "

OFF posW_tion. The control switch (SUIT EVAP, AUTO -- MAN, located on

panel !3) controls e].ectr_eal power to the system. This operational change

will not impose added constraints on the mission; howeve-c, if the water-

glycol evaporator should fail when it is required for cooling of electronic:s,

etc., this would be sufficient cause to terminate the mission°

Should the ability of the suit evaporator system demonstrate proper

operation, the control switch would be placed to the AUTO positio__o When

wa!er-g]ycol inlet temperatures to _he suit heat exchanger exceed 52°F or

the outlet temperatures of the suit circuit g_ses frorc; Ihe heat exchanger

exceed 60°F, the suit heat exchanger is bypassed by the water-glycol flow

through a diverter valve. When the automat!c-controlled diverter valve is

in the full bypass position, an integral switch _n the diverter valve assembl 7

is activated. The diverter valve switch activates the suit evaporator steam

pres'sure control unit. Th,5 correct steam duct pressure is augomatical!y
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established for a given temperature error by the steam pressure control

unit_ pressure transducer, and the steam pressure control valve. Initial

opening of the steam pressure control valve causes a switch in that valve

assembly to activate the wetness control unit. Water inlet through a ,

solenoid valve to the suit evaporator is automatically controlled by sensing

the suit evaporator wetness and the temperature of the suit gases at the

heat exchanger outlet. When suit gas temperatures re1:urr to normal, the

evaporator mode is sequencially deactivated and water-glycol flow is

re-established. By overriding the suit gases temperature sensor at the

outlet of the heat exchanger the system may also be activated, providing

the SUIT EVAP control switch is in the AUTO position, Simulated high heat

load is initiated by the SUIT >IT EXCI_I switch (LHEB -310).

As the moisture-laden suit gases are cooled, condens_ztion takes

place within the heat exchanger. This moisture is absorbed by a wick-like

material, removed by capillaiy action and the suction of the ttzO accumu-,

].ator, and pumped into the waste water system,

The two accumulators are automatically controlled, self-cycling,

reciprocating pumps. Oxygen at !00:I-I0 psig periodica].ly activates the

pumps on the expulsion stroke, while a return spring is utilized for the

suction stroke. Only one accumulator can be operated at a time with the

second for standby use in the event of a malfunction. A manua] backup

mode of accumulator operation is also incorporated. Following the dis- ,__.<_.':

charge of suit circuit gases from the suit heat exchanger, the normal fl0w [

is to the three suit hose connector assemb].ies. A suit flow relief valve is !

-incorporated in the bypass line between the outlet of the suit heat exchanger }_.:_,...__

and the inlet to the suit compressor. The valve opens at a .5.P ol 5.0+0.Z

in. HzO and automatically maintains a nearly constant flow in the event
of suit circuit flow resistance fluctuations.

CO Z Sensor.

The CO Z sensor, situated between the inlet and outlet manifolds of

the suit circuit, is a compact unit that operates on the infrared absorption

principle. The unit measures the amount of infrared energy absorbed by

the CO Z in the atmospheric sample passing throug]_ the sensor. This is

accomplished by comparing two different wavelengths in the infrared

spectrum. One wavelength is absorbed by COz, while the other acts as a

reference. This establishes a ratio signal which is amp!ifiecJ and reads out

as a d-c voltage proportional to the partial pressure of CO Z in the sample

gas.

i!ii •

iI

The sensor is divided into the optics section and the eIectronics

section. The optics section includes an infrared energy source (a small

tungsten filament lamp), and optical lenses and mirror for focusing the

beam through two wavelength filters and the atmospheric sample onto a

detector. Both wavelength filters (4, 3 microns for sampling and 4.0

microns for reference) are attached to a tuning fork which vlbrates at
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600 cycles per second. The f_iters move back and forth across the focused

light beam, alternately transmitting energy at the sample and reference

wavelengths.

The basic purpose of the electronics section is to detect and trans-

form signal information. Miniaturized components are mounted on seven

printed circuit boards, which accornplish all the electrical functions.

These functions inclx_de supplying the power for the infrared source lamp

and the operation of the tuning fork, the detector, and the various pream-

plifiers and amplifiers. The output signal activates the CO 2 PP I-IIsystems

status light (MDC-!I) and the CO 2 PART PRESS indicator (MDC-13).

Gas Chromatograph.

The gas chromatograph is an item of GFE that is installed in several

of the Apollo ]Block I spacecraft for flight qualification purposes. The unit

is capable of identifying and measuring the co_centrs:tions of Z8 gas compo-

nents, and the resulting data is then telemetered to Ivi'SFN. This compact

item of equipment is installed in the L.EB, and it interfaces the inlet and

outlet manifolds of the suit circuit in the LHEB.

The gas chromatograph operates on the basic principle of routing

samples of the suit c_rcuit and/or cabin atmosphere through three separate

capillary columns and detectors. Low-pressure helium is used as the

carrier gas for the sample streams. The helium st.tpply, even under

continuous demand, will last the length of any proposed mission. The

he]iun: is stored i;;.a reservoir at 6000 psig and is regulated to Its norn_ai

working pressure of 4Z psia. In the event of regulator malfunction, pres-

sure relief is provided by a ZOO-psig rupture disc. Each capillary column

and detector identifies a specific number of gas components. One colun_n-

detector will identify five of the permanent gases; namely, hydrogen, nitro-.

gen, oxygen, methane, and carbon monoxide. Another is concerned only

with the separation and detection of ammonia, carbon dioxide, and water.

The third column-detector identifies Z0 trace contaminants listed as

follows: Freon I!, metl_yl alcohol, methylene chloride, ethyl alcohol,

benzene, P-dioxane, acetone, hydrochloric acid, hydrogen sulfide, ethylene

oxide, isoprene, diethyl sulphide, nitrogen dioxide, ethylene glycol, vinyli-

dene chloride, methyl chloroform, acetylene, dimethyl sulfide, Freon i14,

and i, 1 trichloroethane.

Cross-section ionization-type detectors are used in conjunction with

the three columns for gas component identification. The output current of

the detectors produces a minimum-strength signal that must be greatly

amplified, then conditioned for telemetry. The capillary columns, the

detectors, and the electrometer amplifiers are housed in an oven, the

temperature of whici_ is maintained within a very close tolerance. The

balance of the electronics, installed-in a separate package, consist of a

transformer, a programmer, and a regulated power supply. Solid-state

circuitry is used exclusively throughout the electronics of the unit,
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The gas chromatograph will complete one identification cycle in

approximately 80 minutes, regardless of the sampling mode selected.

Samples are taken from the suit circuit atmosphere, the cabin atmosphere,

or from each atmosphere on alternating cycles depending on the positioning

of a selector switch located on the LEB panel 120. The selector sw_tch may

be positioned to CABIN AIR/AUTO/SUIT AIR by command.

The gas chromatograph is serviced and in6talled by ground support

personnel prior to flight crew ingress°

A three-position START/OFF/PREHEAT switch, controls power for

operation, and must be placed to the PREHEAT position for a minimum of

80 minutes before switch is set to START. A push-type switch, ANiPL-

CAL, for bench calibraZion only and the STA .RT/OFF/PREHEAT switch,

are located on panel IZ0.

During the mission, the fligh_ crew will .not be required to make

control adjustments "_o the unit unless directed to do so by MSFN. During

descent, the rernaining helium in the reservoir is dumped into the cabin by

the action of a pyro valve inside the unit. A full tank (abort condition) can

be emptied in a maximum of 3 minutes. Pyro valve initiation is si_ulta-

neous with the C/M-P_CS propellant purge operation,

Cabin Pressure and Temperature Control Subsystem.

The pressurization and tem.perature control of t]_e C/M ca.bin are

primarily automatic functions with manual backup an_ override modes

provided. Cabin pressurization is maini:ained by th_ cab]r_ pressure _ceg_-

lator assembly (figure Z. 7--3). This unit consists of dual regulators and a

manual repressurization valve operated by a knurled knob. Both regulators

operate simultaneously as there is no selector valve incorporated and no

off position. The regulators automatically maintain the cabin at 5a:0. Z psia

during normal conditions and at a maxim_m oxygen flow rate of I. 3 pounds

per hour. ]f the cabin should become depressurized for any reason_ the

regulators close at a pressure of 3.5 psia to conserve oxygen. The manual

valve, with a maximum flow rate of 7. Z pounds per hour, may be adjusted

to maintain cabin pressure in event of regulator malfunction. However, ic

is primarily used to repressurize the cabin following decompression,

requiring approximately i hour to raise the cabin pressure back to 5.0:_-0. Z

ps_a.

An emergency cabin pressure regulator assembly (figure Z. 7-,I) will

flood the cabin with oxygen to prevent rapid decompression in the event of

cabin wall puncture. As cabin decompression is hazardous to life only when

a crewman is in the shirtsleeve mode, the regu!stors are not selected for

use until just prior to a crewman removing his PGA. The regulator

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM
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Figure Zo7-3. Cabin Pressure Regulator

assembly consists of a four-posltion manual selector valve and two redun-

dant regulators which, when selected for use, automaZ_cs_iiy open when the

cabin pressure drops to 4.5_-0. l psia. The emergency cabin pressure

mode of 3.5 psia is contingent upon Apollo design limits and meteorite tests

and allows unsuited crewmen time to don their PGAs. This minimum pres-

sure can be maintained for 5 minutes, providir.g that meteor'ite holes do not

exceed the total equivalent area of a hole 0.5 inch in diameter. At the end

of this time, the pressure will drop more rapi¢_ly, going to g.0 psia in

I0 minutes and to i. 0 psia in 15 minutes.

The dual cabin pressure relief valve (figure 2.7-5) provides positive

and negative pressure relief for the cabin throughout the entire mission.

Although they function automatically, cable-operated manual override

controls, located on panel 307, are provided for adjustments during flight

to close relief valves for a malfunction, or to prevent ._-eawater inflow

during postlanding phase and ground checkout procedures, When the cabin

pressure beco_es higher than the ext'ernal ambient pressure, the relief

valves limit the differential pressure to 6 (+0. Z, -0.4) psi. During the

ascent phase, this differential pressure may go as high as 7.0 psi for a

short period of time. Conversely_ when the cabin pressure becon_es lower

than the external ambient pressure (as during descent), the relief valves

limit the differential pressure to a maximum of 25 inches of water. The'

assembly is located in the steam duct overboard line which provides the

means of venting _he positive and negative cabin pressures.
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Figure 2. 7-4. Emergency Inflow Regulator

Vent_q.ation within the C/},_ _s provided by dual fans, which circulate

cabin gases through the cabin heat exchanger° Normally, both cabin air

fans are selected by the crew for simultaneous operation. If either fan

malfunctions or is shut down for any reason, a closure (cover) is manually

installed over the inlet of the inop.erative fan to prevent backf].ow. A cabin

air control louver, located at the outlet of the cabin heat exchanger, is

manually adjusted for directional flow of.gases within the cabin.

Although cabin temperature control is norma].ly an automatic function,

resort to manual backup and override modes of operation may be utilized.

Cabin gases are heated or cooled by their drculatlon through the cabin beat

exchanger, which uses water-glycol as the heat transfer medium. A cabin

temperature control unit compares a desired temperature, selected by t}_e

crew, to the temperature that is sensed at the inlet to the cabin air fans.

Any difference results in a signal that repositions the motor-operated cabin

temperature control valve. This valve regulates the amount of hot or cold

water-glycol flowing into the cabin heat exchanger. At each end of valve

full travel, the total hot or cold flow is routed through the heat exchanger;

whereas, at intermediate valve positions, the water-glycol flow through the

heat exchanger varies. A cabin temperature anticipator, located at the'

cabin air control louver discharge, senses the temperature rate of change

and signals the cabin temperature control unit, preventing overcorrection

by the control valve.
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Figure Z, 7-5. Cabin P_'essure Relief Valve

Ventilation during the post!andi.ng phase is accomplished by circulating

outside ambient air _hrongh the cabi,_:, All of the equlpmer-t neceL, su, ry to"

carry out this function (other than controls) is located on the C/M forward
tunne! cover, Outside air is drawn into the cabin through an in!et duct

containing a shutoff valve and fan. The inlet duct includes a flexible exten-
sion for promoiJng more efficient ventilation, After circulatingwithin the

cabin, the air is expelled overboard through an adjacent outlet duct and
shutoff valve, Both motor-operated shutoff (vent) valves and the vent fan

are controlled by the VENT FAN switch on MDC..Z5. High- or low-speed

fan operation is availab!e, and either switch position will simultaneously
activate the fan and. open the cabin vent valves. An assembly consisting of

a pendulum-type attitude sensing switch and an adjacent override control
switch (PLVC) are instal.led in the LHEB. The pendulum is free to move

only in the Z-axis. Should the C/]vi roll beyond a specified lin_it or become
inverted (stable II condition), the attitude sensing switch activates the cabin

vent valves to the closed position to prevent water .ingestion. If all efforts
to zeturn the C/M to the upright (stable I} condition should fail, the PLVC

switch (I,HEB-141) is set to OPEN, This overrides the closing action• of

the attitude sensing switch by opening both cabin vent valves and flooding

the forward portion of the C/M. The pressure on the tunnel hatch then

becomes equalized, thus a.llo'_ing its removal for the escape of the crew.
The PLVC switch +may also be used'to open the cabin vent va].ves if the

attitude sensing switch should fail after having closed the valves. In order

to prevent the inadvertent opening of the vent valves in flight, two precau-
tions are taken. A lockpin is installed in each vent valve, ap+d the circuit

:<
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breaker applying power to the PLV system is not engaged during flight.

Therefore, before the PLV system can be operated, the lockpins must be

removed (pulled out approximately 0.5 in.) prior to CSM separation and the

applicable circuit breaker engaged after landing.

Water-Glycol Coolant Subsystem.

The water-glycol coolant subsystem is a closed loop through which an-

aqueous ethylene-glycol mixture (water-glycol) is continuously circulated.

The mixture ratio by weight consists of 6Z.5 parts of glycol to 37. 5 parts off

water. Basically, the subsystem provides a heat transport _uid loop for

the cabin atmosphere, the suit circuit atmosphere, the electronic equip-

ment, and a portion of the potable water. It also serves as a source of heat

for the cabin atmosphere when required. All of the unwanted heat absorbed

by the water-glycol is transported either to the space radiators, where _t

is radiated to space, or to the water-glycol evaporator, where it is rejected

by the evaporation of water_

The water-glycol (W/G) evaporator outlet temperature must be main-

tained between 40 ° and 43°F (nominal 41.5°F). Sensed at the W/G

evaporator inlet" from the space radiators W/G temperatures between 4Z.9 °

and 45.9°F (nominal 45°F) activates the automatic mixing valve control

system (figure Z. 7-67. High-temperature W/G from the water-g]yccl pump

is mixed with the lower W/G temperature from the space radiators to main-

rain the evaporator outlet nominal temperature of 4!_. 5°F. The manual

override for th_ mixing valve is located on the coolant control panel 311

(GLYCOL EVAP TEMP IN) and a switch located on panel 13 allows selec-

tion of AUTO or MAi'_ operation.

I

Three lines from the water-glycol pump assembly are paralleled to

the water-glycol evaporator inlet. The aforementioned oxygen supply

capillary restrictors are wound around the line routed to the space radiators

and relief valves. The other line is routed to the mixing valve. To insure

proper operation of the oxygen supply restrictors, in the line between the

cryogenic O Z storage in the S/M to the surge tanks in the C/M during cabin

repressurization, full water-glycol flow through the line to the space

radiators is required. Sufficient heat must be available to prevent cryo-

genic oxygen entering the C/M oxygen system and preclude the possibility of

freezing the water-glycol. To achieve this, the mixing valve must be

manually placed to the full closed position 15 to 30 minutes before repres-

surization and remain closed until the surge tank returns to maximum

pressure after repressurization of the C/M.

High-temperature water-glycol between 48 ° and 50.5°F from the

space radiators and sensed at the evaporator inlet initiates the water-glycol

evaporator temperature control system_ Once the evaporator mode is

initiated by the evaporator inlet sensor, an evaporator outlet sensor

supplies the controlled variable signals to the controller. If a heating

temperature error is sensed by the evaporator outlet sensor, the steam

pressure valve begins to open and repositions at a velocity proportional to
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the temperature error. Evaporator wicks are maintained in a wet condition

to provide immediate boiling when the steam pressure valve is opened.

Should the steam pressure drop below 5. 0=_0.2 mm Hg abs, a pressure

switch overrides the temperature signal and closes the steam pressure

valve. The override pressure switch provides adequate pressure margin

above the freezing pressure of 4. 58 n_.m Hg abs. A switch in the steam

pressure valve assembly is activated when the valve is initially cracked

open. The switch activates the wetness control for replenishing water to

the evaporator through a water-solenoid control valve. Signals from the

wick temperature sensor are indicative of the relative wetness of the evap-

orator wicks. As water evaporates, the wick sensor temperature increases

and exceeds an evaporator inlet reference sensor signal and cycles the

water control valve open. The reference input sensor varies the control as

a function of heat load to maintain the desired wick temperature with no

water carryover into the steam duct. When the evaporator -wicks become

replenished with water, the wick sensor temperature decreases and

approaches the saturation temperature corresponding to the steam pressure

and cycles the water control valve closed. The water control valve con-

tinues to cycle as long as water-glycol cooling by water evaporation is

required.

The steam pressure control valve can be electrically repositioned to

control the steam pressure for 40 ° to 43°F outlet glycol temperature using

the pressure monitor indicator (panel 13, GLY EVAP-OUTLET TEMP).

The control switches (GLYCOL EVAP - STEAM PRESS) must be placed to

the MAN position, and then to iNCR for open and DECR for closing the

steam pressure valve. The H20 FLOW switch (panel ]3) should be in the

AUTO position for the autornatic wetness control to be effective. Should the

wetness control fail, the water inlet control valve can be energized open by

placing the HzO FLOV¢ switch to O]_T. When operating in this rhode, a

portable indicating unit should he used to prevent water carryover into the

steam duct. The portable indicating unit consists of a four-position

selector switch for selecting OFF, WICK TEMP., EVAP INLET TEMP.

AND NUL. The unit has its o\v_ 175-hour battery-operated power supply.

WICK TEMPERATURE indicator markings are 40 ° to 70°]7", WATER-

GLYCOL INLET TEMPERATURE indicator markings are 40 ° to 100°F,

and the NUL indicator markings are a red line across the midlength section

of the dial face and is marked above the red line on the dial WATER ON, and

below on dial WATER OFF. A water control tabulation chart (figure Z. 7-7)

for operation of W/G evaporator in the manual mode, is provided showing

wick temperature versus inlet glycol temperature. The portable indication

unit should also be used when manual water bypass control valve (GLY

EVAP WATER CONTROL BYPASS panel 317) is used. The portable indi-

cator unit will connect to J39 (panel 311). The main wa_-er-glycol flow next

enters the cabin temperature control valve, where it is routed either to the

cabin heat exchanger or to the remaining thermal coldplates. The action is

dependent upon the temperature control unit, which automatically controls

the movements of the motor-operated cabin temperature control valve. The

valve is so construcfed that in the cabin full cooling mode, the total flow of

cool water-glycol (167 pounds per hour) is routed first through the cabin

[
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Evaporator Inlet

Temperature Sensor

(°F)

40

41

42

43

• 44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

6O

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

7O

Wick Temperature

Sensor

(°F)

41 62

42 13

42 65

43 15

43 65

44 14

44 63

45 11

45 58

46 04

46 50

46 95

47 39

47 82

48 25

48 67

49. O8

49.49

49.89

50.30

50.39

51.07

5i. 45

51.83

52.20

52.56

52.92

53.27

53.62

53.96

54. 30

Evaporator Inlet

Temperature Sensor

_)

71

72

73

74

75

76

77

78

79 °

80

81

82

83

84

85

86

87

88

89

9O

91

92
93

94

95

96

97

98

99

100

63 ratur I'

Wick Teynpe

Sensor

(°F)

54

96

28

60

91

21

51

80

08

37

66

93

19

4,5

71

54

55

55

55

56

56

56

57

57

57

57

58

58

58

 8.96
59.21

59.46

59.71

59,94

60.17

60.40

60.63

60,85

61.06

61.28

61.49

6)..69

61.90

62.10

Figure Z. 7-7. Water Flow Control Chart

heat exchanger and then through the thermal coldplates. In the cabin full

heating mode, the total flow is routed through the thermal coldplates first,

where the water-glycol absorbs heat, and from there flows through, the

cabin heat exchanger. The intermediate valve positions are for the partlal

cooling or partial heating modes° In the intermediate positions, the quan-

tity of cool or warm water-glycol flowing through the heat exchanger is

reduced in proportion to the demand for cooling or heating. Although the

amount of water-glycol flowing through the cabin heat exchanger will vary,

the total flow through the thermal coldplates wilI always be Z00 pounds per

hour. (See figure 2. 7..8,) An orifice restrictor is installed between the

cabin temperatt:re control valve and the inlet to the coldplates, its purpose

is to maintain a constant flow rate through the coldplates by reducing the
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heating mode flow rate to that of the cooling mode flow rate. Another

orifice restrictor, located in the coolant line from the IMU, maintains a

constant flow rate through this component regardless of system flow

fluctuations.

The total flow leaving the cabin temperature control valve enters the

water-glycol pump assembly which provides the continuous coolant circu-

lation within the subsystem° The assembly consists of two water-glycol

pumps, two pul-op outlet check valves, a full-flow filter, an accumulator,

and an accumulator isolation shu._off valve. The two pumps, mounted in

parallel_ can only be operated one at a time with the second pump for

standby redundancy. Each pump outlet check valve prevents coolant back-

flow through the nonoperat_ng pump. Water-g]ycol entering the assembly

first passes through _he full-flow filter before reaching the pumps. There

is also a side passage that leads to the accumulator°

The purpose of the accumulator is to maintain correct pump inlet

pressure and to compensate for small amounts of leakage and/or thermal

expansion/contraction. The manual shutoff valve in the side passage J.s

closed to isolate the accumulator in case of a punctured bellows, which

would permit the coolant to leak into the cabin, causing contamination, if

the water-glycol accumulator, quantity indicator on the main display console

shows a steady decay to zero, a ]eak in the water-glycol system is the

probable cause. However, an indication showi_g a slow steady decrease_

which s_ops at a point above zero, is probably due to thermal contraction

indicath_.g the water-glycol temperature is below the nonqina! range.

Located do-vnstrcam of the ,'aump assembly is the ......,_te_-g.yco:.'- _ purnp outlet

pressure transducer which measures the static pressure of the water-glycol.

at the pump outlet, thus giving an indication of pump performance.

At this point in !he subsystem_ the ten'_perature of the water-glycol

has greatly increased due to the absorption of the various heat loads. The

total flow of hot water-glycol is routed through a passage in the s_eam

pressure control valve to prevent ice from forming within the valve opening.

Icing at this location could result in valve malfunction and/or blocking of

the steam duct. To prevent ice from forming at the outlet of the steam

duct, two redundant electric heaters are used. The two 3-watt heater

elements inside the duet extend approximately 8 inches upstream from the

outlet.

The water-glycol next flows to the water-glycol evaporator inlet

temperature control valve (previously described). The hot water-glycol

that is not used for mi:_ing by this valve is routed to the space radiators for

cooling. Any pressure losses in the space radiator circuit, regardless of

the number of radiators in operation_ will be limited by l:he action of the

dual water-glycol pressure relief valves. These two valves are in parallel

and are located between the inlet and outlet lines of the radiator circuit.

Just upstream of each pressure relief valve is a manual shutoff valve, By

controlling the shutoff valves, one relief valve at atime is normally

selected for use with the second for standby redundancy. When a _P of
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Ii psi is reached, the relief valves open to bypass coolant to the radiator

return line, closing at a Z_P of 8. 5 psi. In order to preserve the water-.

glycol closed loop, the relief valves function as a bypass when all space

radiator isolation valves are closed or when the water-glycol radiator_ shut-

off valve is closed. This is a manual shutoff valve thai: controls the flow of

water-glycol from the C/M to the S/M. It is placed to the closed position

shortly before CSM separation to prevent the coolant in the C/M from

flowing overboard after separation°

Two space radiators with an area of 30 square feet each are located '

on opposite sides of the S/M in sectors Ii and V. Each radiator panel

contains two _eparate sets of tubes. The flow of water-glycol through the

four tube circuits is individually regulated by a motor-operated radiator

isolation valve located on the inlet side of each tube circuit. The four

valves are remotely controlled fro,n the C/M and give the crew some

degree of latitude in their selection of cooling area. However_ the pri:__.ary

purpose of the valves is to isolate tube circuits should they develop leaks.

A check valve in each tube circuit outlet line prevents _he backflow of

coolant from entering any radiator tube circuit that is leaking. Freezing

within the radiators is the point at which flow ceases, and may be prevented

by maintaining the inlet temperature above 75°F. This temperature is

obtained on the AUX DC VOLTS meter (RHFEB-.Z00) or from MSFN if the

crew is unable to leave the couches.

The water--glycol, after leaving the space radiators and re-entering

the C/M, flows through a capillary restrictor. This is placed in the !inc to [

make the pressure drop through the radiators con_patible with that through _ _:o,.

the water-glycol temperature control valve during £he mixing n_ode. Upon

leaving the restrictor, the water-glycol flows through two check valves in

series. These valves prevent coolant from flowing overboard following

CSM separation. A temperature sensor, ]ocated betweer_ these check

valves, gives an indication on the main display console of ihe tempe._-ature

of the coolant leaving the radiators. The indicator is located on _vIDC-13.

Under normal space flight conditions the water-g!ycol reservoir is

isolated from the coo]ant subsystem by the proper positioning of three

glycol reservoir manual shutoff valves. The water-glycol reservoir inlet

and outlet valves are closed, and the reservoir bypass valve between the

inlet and outlet lines is opened. During the prelaunch and ascent phases,

however, the position of these _hree valves is reversed to permit coolant

flow through the reservoir. The one gallon of water-glycol contained in the

reservoir is then utilized as a heat sink, which becomes necessary during

the ascent phase. The space radiators are not effective during ascent and

evaporative Cooling takes place only after the ambient pressure reaches

0.05 psia, which is appro×imateIy 150, 000 feet altitude (T + 2 minutes and

i0 seconds).

/

If a water-glycol leak should occur, the coolant subsyster n may be

refi]led from the limited supply in the water-glycol reservoir after the

leak is isolated. The glycol reserve shutoff valw_, located in the line from
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the reservoir to the inlet side of the pump, is used for this purpose. As

the reservoir contains a bladder [hat is under Z0_=Z psig oxygen pressure,

positive expulsion of the coolant is assured. The pressurized reservoir

may also serve as an accumulator for the coolant subsystem, if the regula_r

water-glycol accumulator becomes inoperative and is isolated° The i]ow of

water-glycol, either through the reservoir oi" bypassing it, next enters the

water-glycol evaporator (previous].y described), thus completing the coolant

loop.

During pre]aunch operations, the _ow of temperature-controlled

water-glycol is furnished by GSE through lines connected to the fill and vent

couplings in the _/'_'M. The solenoid-operated water-glycol shutoff valve,

upstream of the oudet coupling, is contro!]ed at the GSE and is opened to

permit coolant flow through the spacecraft loop andback to the GSE.

Water Supply Subsystem.

The primary function of th.e water supp]?- subsystem is the storage and

collection of potable and waste water° Potable water produced by the fuel

cells and waste water recovered from the suit he, at exchanger water separa-

tot are stored in separate tanks in the C/M. Supp].ernenting th_s supply are

two water tanks in the S/M that c::.ntain potable water for refilling the C/M

potable water storage tank. 'rli.e water supply subsystem also supplies hot

and cold potable water to the crew and waste water 'co the water-g].ycol

evaporator and suit heat exchanger for evaporative cooling.

The water produced by the fuel cells in the S/M is a steady source of

potable water and is stored in a 36-pound capacity tank located in the aft

compartment of the C/M. The tank, which contains a bladder, is pressur-

ized with oxygen at Z0±Z psig by the tank pressure regulator and re]ief

valve assembly, thus assuring positive expulsion of flu'_d. Fuel cell water

flows into the tank at a potential pressure of approximately 6!. 5 psia. which

is high enough to overcome the tank pressure.. The potable water tank may

be serviced before flight by the manually operated servicing valve, which is

also in the aft compartment and not accessible to the crew. A quantity

indicator" on the main display console gives the measurements obta-_ned by

the tank quantity transducer. Located in a water line between the rue] cells

and the potable water tank is a check valve and the potable tank inlet shutoff

valve. The check valve prevents any reverse flow of potable water. The

shutoff valve, when closed, prevents fuel cellwater that has become con-

taminated from entering the C/M potable water network.

Temperature-controlled potable water is avail.able to the crew fron_.

two cornpor)ents wi.thin the C/M. Cold water, which is nnaintained to 50°I ``

(at the water chiller), is available at both the food preparat._on water supp]y

unit and 21_e water delivery unit. ttot v-ater, however, is available only at

the food preparation water supply up.it. This component utilizes a small

tank with an electric heater to raise the water temperature to 154°m4°F,

By selecting the ,proper valve, hot or cold water ismetered out for food

reconstitution or other crew needs., The water delivery unit is used by the

>.b
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crew exclusively for drinking purposes, It consists of a housing containing

a coiled flexible tube and a water delivery valve for use with the individual

mouthpieces of the three crewmen. Upstream of this uni_ is the drinking

water supply shutoff valve that is closed if the water delivery valve s_ould

leak.

' Waste water collected from moisture condensate within the suit heat

exchanger is drawn into one of the cyclic accumulators, and from there

pumped into the waste water network. If, however, there is a water demand

by either the water-glycol evaporator or the suit heat exchanger evaporator_

the waste water flows directly to the water control, valve of the appropriate

evaporator. The 56-pound capacity waste, water tank contains the pressur-

ization and quantity measuring features of the potable water tank. A

servicing valve is located on the water coetrol panel in the C/M cabin and,

therefore, is accessible to the crew, if necessary.

Although waste water never enters the potable water network, potable

water may enter the waste water network under certain conditions. If the

potable tank becomes full, the differential pressure between the networks

will eventually overcome the 6.0:k0. 5 psi at the waste tank inlet valve, thus

permitting water flow. Potable water also enters the waste water network

if the waste tank is empty and there is a. water demand by either evaporator..

The low pressure created by this water demand J.s responsible for waste

tank inlet vah, e activation. The valve also incorporates a manual shutoff

feature for use if the relief valve portion malfu.nctions. Closing the valve

thus prevc_nts the premature dumping cf potable water into the w_.ste water

network. A. check valve, located do\vnsfrea.m of the relief valve, separates

the potable and waste water networks by permitting flow in one directSon

only.

To prevent overpressurizing the water supply subsystem, a pressure

relief assembly is installed aownstrearn of the check valves that separate

the potable and waste water networks, The assembly consists of a selector

valve and two redundant pressure relief valves in parallel. When the

potable and waste water tanks are full, the continued supply of water

produced by the fuel cells will be dumped overboard by these relief valves.

Normally, both valves are selected for simultaneous use, and dumping

occurs when the water pressure reaches approximately 3Z psi above the

outside ambient pressure° Another line, with two check va]ves in series,

bypasses fuel cell water output directly to the pressure relief assembly.

However, this action will take place only in event the waste tank inlet valve

fails closed. The bypass prevents fuel cell water flow from bein_ blocked,

thereby preventing total fuel. cell fail.ure due to flooding within the cells.

To provide sufficient water for a maximum duration earth orbital

mission, two 56-pound water tanks are installed in the S/M. These tanks

are similar to the C/M waste water tank but lack the quantity rrJeasuring

capability. A separate tank pressurizing system Js used for positive

expulsion of the water. Nitrogen at 900 psig is stored in a sma!i tan',, that

is protected against overpressure by a relief valve set at 1045±Z5 psig. In

L
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addition to a nitrogen fill• valve, there is a pressure regulator and relief

valve to reduce and regu]ate nitrogen pressure in the water tanks. These

tanks are pressurized at 40_.2 psig, and' the relief valve will function at

44 to 48 psig.

At the water outlet of each tank, there is a manual fill valve and a

solenoid shutoff valve. The shutoff valves are controlled by the WASTE

H20 TK KEFII..L switch in the C/M. These valves control the flow of

water from the tanks to a common line in the S/}4[ that subsequently connects

into the potable water line from the fuel cells. Wb, en the C/M potable water

tank quantity is low, it will be refilled from d_ese S/M water tanks at a flow

rate of Z. 9Z pounds per minute.

ECS-.Waste Management System h_terface,

Although the waste management system (WMS) and C/M battery vent-

ing network are not subsystems of the ECS: they will be covered as such in

the AOH because of system interface. The interface mentioned is in refer-

ence to the ECS water overflow line.. All of the urine and the fecal odors of

the WMS, as well as gas pressure from the C/M batteries, are also routed

overboard through this single ECS water dump line. Incorporated atthe

outlet of the dump line (urine/watel) is a 0.055 inch orifice nozzle that

restricts gas flow to a maximum of ! cfm and liquid flow to less than 1 cfm.

The gas flow is limited to prevent excessive lose of cabin atmosphere during

fecal canister usage.. The restriction on liquid flow, in conjunction with a

5.7-watt, contim_ousl.y operating dump nozzle heater, prevents the forma-

tion of ice at the nozzle, which could block all flow.

The function of controlling and/or disposing of waste solids: liquids,

and gases is accomplished by the W M.S. Except for the fecal canister and

other items of stowed equipment, the major po-_tion of the system is located

in the IIHEB. The WMS is basically divided into the urine/fecal and the

vacuum cleaner sL_bsystems. Several components !:hat are no longer

functional have not been ren-_oved from the W}d:S, as shown in figure 2, 7-9.

This is due to recent modifications that would not permit their removal

because of schedule impact.

The components for the urine portion of the urine/fecal subsystem

consist of a separate urine sample volume measuring system unit (USVMS)

for each crewmember. (Refer to section 5.) The unit is used for each

urination, in order to provide a urine sample, with the remainder of the

contents being dumped owzrboard in the to!for.ring mariner. The USVMS is

first attached by quick-disconnect to an. inline filter: which remains

attached (by quick-disconnect) to the waste management dump ]ine. The

USVMS valve is set to the DUMP position, followed by setting the WASTE

MANAGEMENT-SELECTOR vah, e on REEB-Z01 to URINE FECES and the

adjacent OVIBD DRAIN vaive to DUMP_ A 5-psi differential pressure,

provided by the valve settings, will empty the contents of the collection bag

overboard through the urine/water dump line. Should a USVMS unit fail,

direct overboard urination may be accomplished by using the urine
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receptacle, which is a backup component. The PHA urine collection device

(UCD) may be used during prelaunch, and if so, is emptied in much the

same way. The transfer valve (of the urine receptacle/transfer valve

assembly) is inserted into the UCD after it is removed from the PGA. The

urine receptacle is then attached by quick-disconnect to the filter on the

waste management dump line. The WASTE MANAGENIENT-SELECTOR

and OVBD DRAIN valves are set to the URINE FECES and DUMP positions

respectively, emptying the contents overboard. Upon completion, the PGA

IICD is stowed in the PGA stowage bag. Although the WMS blower will

operate whenever the SELECTOR valve is set to the URINE FECES position,

functional operation of ('.he blower is fo_' vacuum cleaning only.

For the fecal portion of the urine/fecal subsystem_ components con-

sist only of the fecal canister and hose assembly. Normally stowed out of

the way, the canister is secured to the center COz--odor absorber filter

storage container at the LEB, The hose is then attached by quick-

disconnect to the filter on the waste management du_bp line. '['he WASTE

MANAGEMENT-SELECTOR valve is set to URINE FECES and the OVBD

DRAIN valve is set to DUMP. Differentia]. pressure of 5 psi is thus created,

routing the odors overboard through the urine/water dump line.

The vacuum cleaner subsystem is made up of the vacuum assembly

and an 8-foot flex hose, which are stowed in the vacuum stowage compart-

ment. After removing tLe vacuum cleaner from the storage compartment,

it is placed in operation by setting tlfe WASTE MANAGEMENT-SELECTOR

valve to VACUUM CLEANER° This single actSon activates tb.< _.WMS blower

and opens the valve port that connects tDe vacuum cleaner line to the blower.

The WMS b]:ower Frovides a gas flow of 5 cfm at a ,:_P of -4.9 inches HzO to

effectively remove debris, either solid or liquid. A porous bag, inserted

into the vacuum assembly, traps the debris while the gases are exhausted

into the C/M cabin,.

The C/M battery venting network consists of a manifold, a BATTERY

VENT valve (RHEB-ZOZ), and lines that are routed to connect into the

urine/water dump line. The vent valve is to remain in the VENT position

during normal operation ";o provide unrestricted flow for intermittent

battery relief valve operation. On]y in event of a battery case rupture or

vent manifold leakage will the vent valve be closed. This prevents loss of

cabin atmosphere overboard, thereby, conserving oxygen.

Electrical Power Distribution.

The types of electrical power requ]red for the operation of the ECS

are Z8 volts dc and ll5/Z00-volts 400-cycles 3-phase ac. (See figure

2.7-10.) The larger motors of the system utilize 200-.volt 3-phase power,

whereas the smaller motors and control circuits operate from a single

phase of the ac at ll5 volts. Except for the postlanding ventilation system,

those components using Z8 volts dc will receive power from the fuel cells

before CSM ;separation and from batteries after separation. The postland-

ing venti]ation system will operate from batteries, exclusively.
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GLYCOL RUMP ?UMP
(_c-_) _, _ _ v -(MDC-21) I 2

................_ -AdoAC- AC AC i/l

WATER-GLYCOL SUI1

PUMP COMPRESSOR

o._ No._:,L.__"

SM-?gA-709G

Figure Z. 7-10. ECS Power Distribution Diagram
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PERFORMANCE AND DESIGN DATA.

kietabolic Data°

The following table contains the average metabolic rates, thermal

balance, and water requirements for S/C crewmernbers.

Parameter

Total metabolic load

BTU per man/day

Water production

ib per man/day

CO Z production

ib per man/day

O g consumption

ib per man/day

Water consumption

ib per man/day

Urine production

Ib per man/day

Pressurized Cabin

(Normal)

1 i, ZOO

4.0

Z, IZ

1.84

6,6

2.., 6

Depressurized Cabin

(Emergency)

IZ, 000

9.8

Z.Z7

1.97

IZ.4

Z.6 Sk

I_̧.:

iiiii ii!

:i!!̧__

2.7.4.2 Oxygen Supply Subsystem.

Performancc and design data for the oxygen supply subsystem are

as follo_vs:

¢_ Maxin_urn oxygen flo%v rate to EGS.frorn cr?ogenic storage tanks:

9.0 ib per hr

Surge tank quantity: 3.7 ib (approx)

Surge tank nominal pressure: 900±35 psig

Surge tank pressure relief seLLing: I045:_Z5 psig

e Entry tanh quantity: 1 ib (approx)

Entry tank nominal pressure: 900J:35 psig

Entry tank pressure relief setting: blone

P_egulated working oxygen pressure: I00:_10 psig

Pressure. relief setting: 130+!0 psig

Flow rate: 0.7 Ib per n_in max

IZegulated tank pressurizaiJon oxygen pressure: Z01Z psig
Pressure relief setting: Z5_--Zpsig

Flow rate: 0.075 Ib per _nin (one regulator) and 0. ]5 Ib per _nin
(two regulators)

_{ ENVIROb[A4.EI'CFAL CO!'YI'ROL SYSTEM
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3.7.4.4

Z.7.4,5

Pressure Suit Circuit Subsystem°

Performance and design data for the pressure suit circuit subsystem
are as follows:

o Heat exchanger cooling capacity: 2.100 BTU per hr max (Gly or evapJ

o Water evaporation rate: 1.97 lb per hr max

o Regulated demand pressure

Normal: Z.5 to 3.5 in. HZO below cabin pressure

Emergency: 3.75 ±0.25 psia

Flow rate: 0.67 lb per rain max

o Suit compressor volumetric flow

Normal flight: 35 cfm

Emergency flight: 33.6 cfm

e Automatic temperature control: 45 ° to 55°-_-'

Max O Z flow into suit circuit: 0.66 ib per min (regulator or manual

valve)

Cabin Pressure and Ten_perature Control Subs)Istem.

Performance and design data for the cabin pressure and temperature
control subsystem are as follows:

Heat exchanger cooling capacity: 1Z50 BTU per hr max

o Regulated cabin pressure: 5.0±0oZ psig
Flow- rate: 0.65 lb per hr Cone regulator) and 1°3 lb per hr

(two regulators)

o Emergency inflow pressure (maximum of 0.5 in. diameter total
leakage area): 3.5 psia for 5 minu_es

Flow rate: 0.67 lb per rain max

Cabin pressure relief

Positive relief: 6.0 (+0. Z, -0.4) psig
Negative relief: I0 to 25 in. HzO

Differel_tial pressure (C/M cabin-to-aft section)

Normal ascent: 7.0 psig max.

Abort ascent: 8,6 psig max.

Automatic temperature control (flight): 70 ° to 80_'F

O Z required for cabin repressurization, 0 to 5 psig at 70°F: 9.1 ib

Water.-Glycol Coolant Subsystem_

Performance and design data for the water-glycol coolant subsystem

are as follows:

o Reservoir quantity: 9 ib (approx)

Total system quantity (less reservoir): 18 ib (approx)

o Evaporator cooling capacity: 7620 BTU per hr max

[i
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2.7.4.7

Z.7.4°8

Water evaporation rate: 7.5 ib per hr max

Accumulator quantity: 1.36 Ib (approx)

Pump flow: Z00 ib per hr

Pump pressure

inlet: 7.5±io5 psig

Outlet (flight): 38(+8, -IZ) psia

Automatic temperature controh 40 ° to 50 5°F

Water Supply Subsystem.

Perfor_nance and design data for the water supply subsystem are as

follows:

Potable tank quantity: 36 lb

Waste tank quantity: 56 Ib

S/M water tank quantity: IIZ lb (Z tanks)

S/M nitrogen tank quantity-(pressuz'ant): capacity of 3.7 Ib, filled

to i. 5 ib (approx)

Nitrogen tank fill pressure: 900 psig

Nit._oogen tank pressure relief setting: I045*_5 psig

l_itrogen system regu]ated pressure: 40±Z psig.

o lqitrcgen system pressure relief setting: 44 to 48 psig

Overboard dump pressure: approx 3Z psi. above outside an-fbier.t

Flow rate: Z. 5 ]b per rain n_ax

Food preparation water supply unit

Capacity: 1.9 ib

Hot water: 154°-,'=4°F

Cold water: 50°F (at water chiller)

Waste Management System,

Performance and design data for the waste management system is

as follows:

® Urine/water dump nozzle orifice: 0.055 ±no

ECS Power Consumption Data.

The foDowing ]±st contai_s the latest available data o_ electrical

power consumed by components of the ECS° The wattage figures are for

the earth orbit phase o.n]y, and apply to operations during the normal mode

(pressurized cabin),

!iI_
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Subsystem

and Component

OXYGEN SUPPLY

O Z flow transducer

O Z press transducer

PRESSU RE SUiT

CIRCUIT

Suit compressor

P sensor

CO Z sensor

Diverter valve

control unit

Diverter control valve

Steam press control

unit

Steam press contvalve

Steam duct abs press

sensor

V_Tetness control unit

Water inflow control

valve

Wetness sensor

\Vater-gly temp

sensor

Evap outlet air tcmp

sensor

SYSTEMS DATA

Control

ECS-TRANSDUCER-

PRESS GROUPS-Z

cb (Z)

ECS-TItANSDUCEX-

PRESS GROUPS-Z

cb (z)

SUIT COMPRESSOIAS

S "W

ECS-T ItANSDUCE_:-.
PRESS GROUPS- 1

cb (z)

ECS-TRANSDUCER-

PRESS GROUPS- Z

cb (z)

SUIT EVAP sw

SUIT EVA.P sw

SUIT EVAP sw

SUIT EVAP sw

SUIT EVAP sw

SUIT EVAP,sw

SUIT EVAP sw

SUIT EVAP sw

SUIT EVAP sw

SUIT EVAP sw

'::Intermittent operating componeflts

tOnly one component operates at a Lime

No. Watts
of ......

•nits AC i

Z 85.0

1

1 I

1 Z.5

i ;:lV,z

i Z.5

L
1 ',k7.Z

1

1 5.0

1

1

1

_er Unit

DC

2.4

0.8

l.g8

1.0

i. 28

# 3, 0

0.2

0.00!

0.001

Total Watts

AC DC

2.4

0.8

1"85,0

170.0

IoZ8

i°0

Z.5

_::7.Z

2.5

',"7.Z

i. Z8

5.0

-_:-'3.0

0. Z

0.001

i

0.001

[

[

[
I:
L

[
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SYSTF, MS DATA

Subsy sten_

and Component

Suit press transducer

Suit ternp sensor

CABIN PRESSURE &

TEMP CONTROL

Cabin air fan

Cabin te_p control

unit

Cabin temp contvalve

Cabin temp sensor

Cabin ternp anticipatorl

Cabin press

transducer

WATER-GLYCOL

COOLANT

Water-glycol pump

PUITIp outlet press

transducer

Water-gly accum qty

sensor

Control

ECS- TRANSDUCER-

PRF.SS GROUPS- 1

cb (z)

ECS- TRANSDUCER--'

TEMP GROUP cb (2)

CABIN AiR FAN-.I&2

sw (Z)

CABIN TEMP-AUTO/

A4AN sw

CABIN TEMP-AUTO/

MAN sw

ECS- TRANSDUCER -

TEMP GROUP cb (Z)

ECS-TRANSDUCICR-

TEMP GROUP cb (Z)

ECS-TRANSDUCER-

PRESS GROUPS-- Z

cb (z)

ECS GLYCOL sw

ECS-. TRANSDUCER-
PRESS GROUPS- 1
cb (z)

ECS- TRANSDUCER .-
PRESS GROUPS- !
c> (Z)

/No. Wa[:ts per Unit

oNT i --
. _ DC

i _ 0.8

I 0.04

i I
1 z._ I

"7.2

0.00]

0.001

0,8

36.0

0.8

0.8

Total Watts

AC

0.04

38.0

2°5

*7.2

I J'36. 0
I

I
I

DC

0.8

}::

• .... [ : •

0.8

0.8

0,8

<-'Intemtnittent operating cornponel_ts

*Only one component operates at a time

)i ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROl., SYSTEIvi
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Subsystem

and Con_poneI)t

Water-g]y temp

control unit

Water- g]y temp

control valve

Water-gly temp

S ensOl"

Steam press control

unit

Steam press cont

valve

Steam duct press

sm_itch

Water control unit

Water control valve

Wick temp sensor

Rad outlet temp

sensor

Rad isolation valve

SYSTEMS DATA

ConLro]

GLYCOL EVAP-

TE}dP IN sw

GLYCOl., EVAP-

TEMP ._ sw

GLYCOL EVA P--

TEMP IN sw; GLY

EVAP-.STEAM

PRESS- AUTO/MAN

sw; GLYCOL EVA] D'"

}tzO FLOW sw

GLY EVA P-STEA M

pRESS-AUTO/MAN

S \V

GLY EVA P-ST.EAM

PRESS-INGR/DECR

S_V

ECS- TPJ_IqSDUCER-

PRESS GP, OURS- 1

cb tz]

GLYCOL EVAP-HzO

FLOW sw

i GLYCOL EVAP-IIzO

FLOW sw

GLYCOL EVAP}IzO

FLOW sw

ECS- TRA1NSDU CE t<-

TEMP GROUP cb (Z)

ECS RADIATOR sw

(4)

-i__Noiiii]Vatks per Unit.
- '_-_.I DC

 I-7 1
I .': .Z

l
1

4

2.5

_:<7.Z

T B I)

5.0

O. 04

;:_1 4. 4

0. 001

TBD

*3.0

0.Z8

':qntermittent operating ccn-_ponents

Total Watts

AC DC

Z.5 ,,

*7. Z

Z.5

g'_7. Z

TI3D

5.0

O. 04

:_57.6

0. 005

T]3D

0.Z8

_:i

'_[!i

[i{

[

j{

•'I_j[

F::?

g
P :

h

Iv

L

(

t
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sYsTEMS DATA

Subsystem

and Component

WATER SUPPLY

Pot water qty

transducer

Waste water qty

transducer

Food prep water

supply unit

H20 accurn control

unit

H20 accum valve

H20 accun_ fail

sensor

S/M water tank shut-

off valve

MISCELLANEOUS

WMS blower

Urine/water dump

nozzle heater

Steam duct heater

Temp xducer pwr

supply

Control

ECS-TRANSDUCER-

WASTE & POT HzO-

MN A&B cb (2)

ECS- TRANsDucER-

WASTE & POT }120

MN A&B cb (2)

POT H20 HEATER

sw

HzO ACCUM--AUTO/
MAN sw

H20 ACCUM-ON/

OFF sw

ECS-H20 ACCUM-

MN A&B cb (Z)

WASTE ]:IzO TI_
R Et,'.ILL sv.,

WASTE MANAGE-.

MENT SELECTOR

valve

ECS-STEAM DUCT

HTR-IvIN A&B cb

(z)

ECS-STEAM DUCT

HTR-MN A&B cb

(2)

ECS-TRANSDUCER-

TEMP GROUP cb

(2)

Z

f2 '!:

*Intermittent operating components

Watts per IJnit

AC DC

'1-'20.0

1.28

1.28

_:"45. 0

3.0

* 3. 0

1.5

#!60. 0

Total Watts

AC DC

1.28

3..28

_45. 0

3.0

*3.0

1.5

"160.0 _:

*20.0

5.7

3,0

10.5

5.7

6.0

10.5

i] ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM
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Subsystem

and Component

Temp sensor

amplifier

Steam duct temp

sensor signal

conditioner

G_,s chi'omato gr aph

SYST ElviS DATA

l N0. i Watts

Control _--C--

ECS- TRANSDUCE'R-

TEMP GROUP cb

(z)

ECS- TRANSDUCER-

TEMP GROUP cb

(z)

GAS AlqAL--AC 1 cb

*Intermittent operating components

Z,7o5

5 0.04

1

____1 9

_er Unit Total Watts

DC

1.5

AC DC

0, Z

1.5

9

OPERATIONAL LIMITATIONS AND RESTRICTIONS

Z. 7. 5. ] ECS Caution Placards.

Caution notes bordered by yellow and black stripes appear adjacent to

the postlanding vent valves in the forward tunnel area. The notes read,
"POST LANDING VENT VALVE---PULL PI_q BEFORE OPERATING VENT

FAN." If the pins were not in place during flight, inadvertent opening of

the cabin vent valves would immediately dump all cabin pressure, %vith

possible catastrophic results.

A placard on each COz-odor absorber canister cover cautions the

crewman to "PUSH BUTT©N BEFORE OPFIqIi,,_G, _'enid includes an arrow to

indicate direction button should be pushed. This instruction must be

followed any time a canister cover is to be opened. By pressing the push-

button, the differential pressure is equalized and the cover _ay then be

removed.

2.7.5. Z

The caution note on LHEB-314 pertains to filling the PLSS oxygen tanks

and, therefo-_e, is not applicable to earth orbital (Block l) missions. It

reads, "CAUTION 900 PSI. CLOSE VALVE BEFORE REMOVING CAP."

ECS Caution Notes.

Design. restrictions require that certain procedures be followed when

positioning the inlet and outlet selector valves of the tank pressure regulator

and relief valve assembly. If the inlet selector vslve is placed to position 1

(or 2), the outlet selector valve must also be placed to position 1 (or Z) or to

NORMAL position. This prevents shutting off the supply of oxygen for pres--

surizing the potable and waste water tanks and the water-glycol reservoir.

Conversely, if the outlet selector valve is placed to position ] (or 2), the

inlet selector valve naust be placed [o position i (or Z) or to NORMAL

position°

[

[
[
I;

[

[
[

[
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2.7.5.3

2.7.5.4

2.7.5.5

ECS General Data.

Several ECS controls are inaccessible during the mission. Those

affected are located behind the two ren_ovable Y-axis attenuator pane]_ in the

LHE:B. They include all controls mounted on L]qEB-311, the suit circuit

return air manual valve, and the diverter valve handle for the COz-odor

absorber canisters. The attenuator panels are in place during the entire

mission, but are removed to gain acces:: to these ECS controls, and then

i:_rnediately reinstalled. They provide an adequate bearing surface for the
!

Y-axis attenuator shock strut pad for the landing impact.

The circuit breaker for the postlanding ventilation• syste _rn is not

engaged until after landing impact. This precaution, in conjunction with the

]ockpins previously inserted in the postlanding \rent valves, assures that the

cabin pressure will not be inadvertently dumped during flight.

High-oxygen flow during cabin repressurization, or when filling an

en_pty (150 psia rain) surge: tank, may cause w.ater-g]ycol freezing. This will

occur when there is less than full flow through the w, arn_ water-glyco! line

upon which the flow restrictors are wound. Full coolant flow at this location,

therefore, may be assured in the fo!]owing manner. ]Between 15 and 30

rr.ainutes pr:ior to anticipated high oxygen flow, set the GLYCOi_ EVAP-TEi_IP

Ib] switch (MDCLI3) to MAN, and override the GI,YCOL EVAP TEMP IN

valve (LHEI3-311) to the full cciol posit._on. [¢='<_1!

• ii
Radiator heat rejection (as.freezing) is a function of radiator inlet

• [
_.n_p_u.,._: and --_: ....... o_-ientg_i.ion, m_ . if the -' "....... _n]e_: te_i-_,per_Lu_:-e,__::

decreases to 75°F, the S/C must be p].aced in a 2 to 5 RPH (0.2 to 0. 5 degree

per second) :roll rate. During this time radiator inlet _emperature must r, ot

decrease ]0elow 70°F, or the individual radiator outlet temperature below

30°F.
1

Cabin Depressurization Rates.

The time required for the C/M cabin to become depressur_zed is con-

tingent upon how pressure is released. If the cabin is intentionally dumped,

the time it takes to reach zero pressure will be as shown in figure 2.7--Ii,

sheet 1 of 2. However, if the pressure is lost as the result of meteoroid

punclures, tl_e time will vary according to the size and number of holes.

Fig',_re Z.7-]I, sheet 2 of 2, only reflects flow rate data for meteoroid holes

that do not exceed a total equivalent area of 0.5 in. in dia_eter. The same

chart also applies I:o the flow rate of one cabin pressure relief valve that has

failed open while in the i'40P, MAL position.

Cabin Repressurization Rates.

The C/M cabin may be repressurized by using either of two il6w ra_es.

To return the cabin pressure to normal in the shortest possible tinqe, the.

conditions as set forth in figure 2. q'-12, sheet 1 of 2, must be con_plied v,it}'.

The flow rate, however, is dependent upon a full supply of oxygen in the

J

]'dis s:,on .........
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CABIN DEPRESSURIZATION - 5 TO 0 PSIA
IN1ENTIONAL DUMP TIME - 6 MIN, I1 SEC

5.0

4.5

I
4.0 _ --'_

_15 --i

3.0

2.5

2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

0

_m__

2 3 5

m

6 7 8

TIME - MINUTES

CONDITIONS: I. EMERGENCY CAB!N PRESSURE selector valve set |o OFF.

2. CABIN REPRESS manual valve set to close.

3. CABIN PRESSURE RELIEF valve sel to DUMP.

4. 14om_al cabin pressure regulators aulomafically close nt

3.5 _ia.

Figure Z. 7-].1. Cabin Depressurization Rates (Sheet 1 of 2)
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CABIN DEPRESSURIZATION -- 5 TO 0 PSIA
UNINTENTIONAL DUMP TIME - 45 MIN, 40 SEC _

5 10 15

I

20 25 30 35 40 45

TIME - MINUTES

CONDITIONS: I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

EMERGENCY CABIN PRESSURE selector valve set to NORMAL.

CABIN REPRESS manual valve set to close

CABIN PRESSURE RELIEF valves set to NORMAL.

Normal cabin pressure regulators automatlcel!y closed at 3.5 t_ia.

EMERGENCY CABIN PRESSUf_E selecto_ valve set to OFF position

when pressure.reaches 3.5 psia (5 minutes.}.

Depressunzat,on _s through a 0.5-inch-diametel (or equh, alent) meteoroid puncture,

or lhe mcaxlmum flow through one CABliN PRESSURE RELIEF v_lve that fails open while

in the NORMAL position.

Figure 2.7-11. Cabin Depressur_zation Rates (Sheet Z of Z)
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i

_g

r.i

i

• 4

Z "l

i

1

i

ii

CABIN REPRESSURIZATION - 0 TO 5 PSIA_"

MINIMUM TIME -- 52 MIN, 22 SEC

5.5 -

5.0.

4.5

4.0

3.5

3.0

2.5

2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5 - T--

I

0

I

• I I

- I

....

i

----.---------4-------

il
/

lr

/
!

/

i

J

i

I

I
I
!

I
I

I
i

I

85 4O 45 50 555 I0 15 20 25 30

lIME - MINUTES

CONDITIONS: |. EMERGENCY CABIN PRESSURE selector valve set to NORMAL.

2. CABIN REPRESS manual valve set ._o OPEN.

3. When surge tank pressure indicator decr_a:.es to 15,0 F_kJ, EMERGENCY

CABIN PRESSURE selector valve set to OFF; ._urge tank miMmum

pressure (150 psia) main|_incd by regulc_tlng CABIN REPRESS manual

valve unti! valve |s full open and su,ge tank pr_ssur_ slarts to incr_._sse.

4. Normal cabin pressure regulators auto,-natically open at 3.5 p_ia.

5. When surge tonk pressure again decreases to 150 psla. CABIN

REPRESS manual valve regulgt_d to maintaln this minimum surgo

tonk prer, sure.

6. When cabin pressure |ndicator reoches 5.0 mla, normal cabin

procure regulators automatically cl_e arid CABIN REPRESS manuol

valve set to clo_e.

Requ;res 9. lib oxygen at 70°F cabin temperature

_igure 2o7-12. Cabin RepressurizaLion Rates (Sheet I of 2)

SM-2A-889A

L
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:!t

i

'i

!i

ii!

B

B

D

D

g,¢!

.0 I

CONDITIONS: 1. EMERGENCY CABIN PRESSURE selector valve set toOFE.

2, CABIN REPRESS manual valve set to OPEN.

3. Non'hal cabin pressure regulators autc,mafically open at

3.5 psla.

4. When cabin pressure indicator reaches 5.0 psla, nomqel

cabin pressme regulalors autc#r.atieally c!ose and CABIN

REPRESS manual valve _et 1o cl_e.

Requires 9. lib oxygen at 70°R cabin temperature

SM-2A-887A

Figure 2. 7-12. Cabin Repressurizai:ion Rates (Sheet Z of 2)
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surge tank. When the surge tank is not full, o1" the repressurization time is

not critical, the conditions for the flow rate as shown in figure 2. 7-12, sheet

2 of 2, are used.

2.7.6 TELEMETRY MEASUREMENTS.

The fo]lowing is a complete list of all ECS telemetry data that is moni-

tored by flight'control]ers and ground support personnel. The last column

contains the name and type of S/C crew display. The display utilizes the

same pickoff or signal source as telemetry, unless a separate measurement

number is included in the display column.

E

•ii:!:_ _I

:9

=i|

%

:!!}:I

• a

:i

An asterisk (_:j by the measurement number denotes information which

is not available for recording or telemetry transmission during PCM low-bit

rate operation.

I Normal

Measurement Se_so_" Operating

Number Description Range Range Crew Display

CF 0001 P

CF 0002 T

CF 0005 P

*CF 0006 P

_:=CF 0008 T

CF 0009 Q

CF 0010 Q

C] ,_ (!012. P

CF 0015 P

GF 0016 P

Pressure cabin

Temp cabin

Press CO Z partial

Press surge tank

Ten_p suit supply manf

Quantity waste water

t a nk

Quantity potable t-I20

tank

Press suit demand reg

sense

Press suit compressor

d iff

Press glycol pump

outlet

0/17 psia [5.0=k0. Z psia PRESS - CABIN
indicator

40/125°E 70 ° to 80°F TEMP - CABIN

indicator

0/30 *rim tIg 1<7.6 i-he: fig PART PP.ESS CO 2
I indJcalor and CO 2

PP HI C&W light

50/1050 psia 900±35 psia TAN]< PRESS - 1 -

O 2 indicator

Z0/95°F 55°F TEMP- SUIT

indicator

0/100% Variable WATER - QUANTITY

indicator

0/100% Variable WATER - QU.ANTITY

indicator

0/17 psia 3. 75:k0.25 PRESS -. SUIT

)sia indicator

0/1 psid Min 0. 3 to 0.4 AP SUiT COMPR

psid indicator

0/60 psia 37 to 45 psia PRESS GLY DISCH

indicator

ENVIRONMENTAL GONTROG SYSTI<M
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Measurement

Nun_be r

::-'CF 0017 T

CF 0018 T

CF 0019 Q

CF 002( T

::_CF 0025 P

CF 0034 P

C1 p 0035 R

"#CF 0036 P

_:_CF 0120 P

_:<CF 0135 R

,:_CF 0136 R

':-'CF 0i37 R

<_CF 0148 P

,:-'CF 0153 T

-'::C F 018.4 T

Description

Temp glycol evap outlet

steam

SYSTE'MS DATA

Norn_a]

Sensor i Operating

Range I Range

2.0/95°F I>450F

Ternp glycol evap outlet

liquid

Quantity glycol accmn

Temp space radiator

6utlet

Press pump package

inlet

Back press glycol

evaporator

Flow rate ECS O Z

Press outlet O2 reg

supply

Press H20 and glycol

tanks

Flow rate manifold

inlet to suit 1

Flow rate manifold

:inlet to suit Z

Flow rate manifold

inlet to suit 3

DP supply and returp

manifold

Temp compressor inlet

Temp CO 2 absorber

outlet

25/75-oF

01100%

-50/+100°F

0/60 psia

0.0510.25

psia

o.z/1.o
Ib/hr

0/150 psia

0/50 psia

0/0.2 lb/hr

0/0.2 lb/hr

0/0. Z ib/hr

0/0. 8 psid

50/125_F

90/200°F

40 ° to 50. 5°F

40 to 60%

Variable

7 psi min

0,098 to0. 154

psia

0,425 !b/hr

I

i00±10 psia

18 to 35 psid

I'BD

T1-3D

TBD

0.25 to 0,5

)sid

121313

T}3D

Crew Display

None

GLY EVAP -

OUTL}ET TEMP

indicator

GLY ACCUM -

QUANTITY indicator

ECS RAD - OUTLET

TtCMP indicator and

GLYCOL T EIVl P

LOW ChW light

None

GLY EVAP STEAM

PRESS indicator

FLOW O Z indicator

I None

Nol) e

None

None

Nolle

None

None

;

t!! 4<
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Measure_nent

Number

*CF 0245 T

,:-'CF0326 P

*CF 0327 P

::-'CF0481 T

*CF 0482 T

<'-CF 0483 T

"#CF 0484 T

_:-'CF0549 P

*GF 0550 P

GT 0108 K

SF 0665 T

SF 0671 T

SF 0672 T

Description

Temp 0 2 reg inlet

Press potable HzO tank

drain

Press waste H20 tank

drain

Temp CP branch 1

inlet

Ten_p GP branch i

outlet

Temp CP branch. Z

inlet

Ten-_p CP branch 2

outlet

Diff press coldplate

branch 1

Diff press coldplate

branch 2

Gas analysis - suit and

cabin

Tenqp space radiator

inlet

Temp EGS radiator

outlet 1

Temp ECS radiator

out]et 2

SYSTEMS DATA

Sensor

Range

50/+150°F

0/50 psia

0/50 psia

40/150 °F

40/150°F

40/150°F

40/150°F

0/Z. 0 psid

/i0 psid

N/A

60/150°F

o/5o °F

o/5ooF

Normal

Operating

Range

TBD

18 to 35 psid

18 to 35 psid

TBD

FBD

FBD

TBD

TIGD

TBD

N/A

rariable

rari.able

fariable

None

None

None

None

Grew Display

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

ECS RAD OUT

TEMP-1 indicator

EGS RAD OUT

Tti2MP- Z indicator

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM
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VATER-GLYCOL

:ONTROL UNi I

WATER

"ROL VALV_
P!OID) \VATER-GLYCOL EVAP

,\BSOLUTE PRESS,

f .
lo: GLY EVAP SIEAM

h_icolor (MDC-13) ,_ T/M

H20 ACCUM
FAil SSNSOR

H20 ACCUM FAIL
im_icalor (MI)C- 1I)

H20 ACCUMU_FOR

I $U_T E'/AP
DIVER1ER VALVE
COhrTIOL UNIT

I

H20 ACCUM SELECTOR VALVE

I-_R°OIIIl>',"0Y<t'I'E

tllO ACCUM CONTROl UNIT (2)

H20 ACCUMULAI OR

h
SUIT ClRC
RETUENA.

VALVE
ASSE7/,BCI'

(/4kNUAI.
VALVE)

T/M(_Dc-13)&

Figure 2.7-13. F_:CS Schernatic Diagram
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SECTION Z

SUBSECTION Z. 8

TELECOMMUNICATION SYST ElVl

INTRODUCTION.

The telecommunication (T/C) system includes the spacecraft (S/C)

communications and data equipment required for voice communications;

acquisition, processing, storage and trans1_iss_on of operational and flight

qualification telemetry (TLk.4), te]evision (TV), and bio'_nedical data; recep-

tiorf of up-data; afld transnnission of appropriate tracking and ranging signals.

At least part of the T/C system will be in operation during all phases of the

mission--from prelaunch through recovery. The following list summarizes

T/C capabilities as utilized on SC-01Z°

e S/C inter'communications between crewman

o

e Hardline voice communications and transmissiorf of TV and TLM data

to the Lsunch Control Center (LCC)via the service module umbilical

(USM) during prelaunch

In-flight voice cor_amunication.s with the manned spa'.ceflight network '

(_v_SFN)"

Voice tape recording of commen_s, observa.tioas: opinions, etc._ v,i_:h

time correlation

Acquisition and processing of TLM, TV, and operational biomedical

data from the S/C structure and systems, TV camera, and crei_'-

man biomedical sensors, respectively

® TLM data storage

Transmission of real-time or stored TLM data

Reception of up-data (guidance and navigation, and timing data and

real-time commands) fron_ the MSFN

® Transmission of C-band tracking pulses i,_ response to received

radar signals

Li_vait-ed capabilities for S-band operation_ including transmission

of voice and TLM data plus TV, stored analog, or pseudo-rando;'7_ -

noise (PRN), ranging codes, and receptior_ of voice and up-data

Postlanding recovery aids including voice communication.s and

recovery beacon transmission

:_! T ELEC OMMUNICATION SYST EM
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e Generation of timing signals for synchronization of the T/C and

other S/G systems.

FUNCTIONAL DESC RIPTION.

The functional description of the T/C system is divided into four parts:

voice communications, data operations, tracldng and ranging, and S-band

operations. The unified S-band subsystem (USBS}, used for all S-band

operations, provides back-up voice, data, tracking and ranging capabilities,

and the sole means for transm.ission of TV or analog data.

Voice Communications.

General.:

All S/C voice, colnlnunications (figure Z.8-1) originate and terminate

in the crewmen:s personal comn_unication assemblies (headsets). Each

crewman has two beadsets; one is It,cared in the "bump-hat" for use while

wearing the constant--wear garment; the other is located in the spacesuit

helmet. Each headset is comprised of two independently .operating ear-

phones and two microphones with self-contained preamplifiers° The

headsets are used for all voice transmission and reception.

Each crewman's headset is connected to the audio centez (A/C) equip-

rnent by a separate electrical umbilical assembly, commonly referre6 to as

a "cobra cable." .Inaddition to the audio circuits, each. of the three cobra

cables contains wiring for the operational biomedical sensors in the constant

wear gar_ents and th_ push-to-talk (IaTT) control circuitry. The PTT

control circuitry consists of a pushbut!-en-type PTT key and a PTT/CW

selector switch. With the PTT/GW selector switch in the PTT position,

the PTT key permits manual control of voice transmission by the appro-

priate transmitter and mike amplifier circuit in the audio center module.

The PTT mode was designed to be used (tu._ing the launch phase of the

mission when high noise levels would preclude usage.of the VOX circuitry.

In this nnode, the PTT key will enable the microphone amplifier_ voice

recorder, VHF-AIvi and S-Band transrnitters if the latter three have their

attendan_ control switches configured properly. The audio center power

switch and the cobra cable mode switch would be in PTT position during

this mode.

The CW mode was also designed to be used during the high-noise

levels of the launch phase. In tltis mode_ however, the VHF and S-band

downvoice communications links are not enabled. This gives us a PTT

controlled intercommunications° The voice recorder could also be

enabled in this mode if needed. The audio center power switch would also

be in the PTT position, but the mode switch on the cobra cable must be in the

CW position., It should be noted that on older cobra cables, the CW position

was used only for emergency key. Now, this position will be _sed for bod_
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NOTES: 1. There ore three heodsets, three connecting

cobra cables, three _,;d]o control panels,

and three audio center equipment modules'-

one set for each crewman.

2. Additional PTT key_ _re also located

on the translaficn controh.

3. All controls and switches shown ore e.n

MDC-20 unles_ olherv,'he [ndlcated.

vox s_N

It4T[I*COM

®
vot u_

(MDC-13, 23, AND-26) SM-2/'.-843D

Figure 2.8-i. Voice Communications
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emergency key and the PTT intercommunications functions. PTT keys are

also located on the translation controls. Their function duplicates that of

the PTT key with the PTT/CW selector in the PTT position on the cobra

cable.

The head of each cobra cable has two electrical connectors, marked

NORM and EMER. Normally, the connector marked NORM will be used;

however, in the event of fsi]ure in one of the A/C modules, the affected

crewman may connect the cable from his spacesuit to the connector marked

EMER. This will connect his audio circuits to another A/C module and

allow the same module to be shared by two crewmen.

A s_rap has been added to the cobra cable so the PTT button can be

held in the ON position if desired. This would allow a continuous Jntercoln

if the Audio center PO].VE]K switch, (k4DC 13, Z3, Z6) is in the PTT position.

The A/C equipment contains three separate'but identical _lodules,

one for each crewlnan, and a commonly connected intercom bus. This

equip1_-_ent serves as a control and distribution center :for all S/C audio

signals. Each of the three modules has a separate butidentice.l sefi of

controls located on k4DC-Z6, -13, and -23 for the co._nrnand pilot, senior

pilot, and pilot, respectively. Thus each crewman is provided with inde-

pendent control of all audio inputs and outliuts to and from his own headset.

A POWER switch on each .panel controls application of power to its respec-

tive A/C inodu!e and selects the PTT or voice-oper;_ted relay (VO_ mode)

of operation. The PTT mode permits naonitoring of incoming audio signals

plus PTT activation of the rnic:,ophone anaplifier, voice recorder, and the

enabling of any com_rmnications transmitters if their attendant ,control

switches are properly configured.

The VOX mode permits the microphone ampJJfier to be activated by

the voice_.operated sv_itching circuitry within the audio center. The audio

output of the _.mplifier is then applied to isolation and switching diodes

controlled Jn part by the audio center controls ].oct,ted on panels MDC-Z6,

-13, and-Z3.

Voice transmission over, the activated unified S-band equipment is

allowed by placing the S-BA.I'ID switch to REC (MDC-_o,')" -13, -23_,, setting

the cobra cable PTT/CW switch at PTT and closing the PTT pushbutton on

either the cobra cable or the translation controls.

Voice transmission over, the HF transceiver is limited to the post-

landing phase of the mission; however, the RCDR/}-IF switch (MDC-Z6, -13,

-Z3) in the T/R position provides a ground for the power control relay in the

voice recorder. The intercon_ switch (MDC..Z6, -13, -Z3)would also have to

be in the T/R position so the audio signal would be available for recording.

Voice transmission over, _he activated VHF-AM transmitter is

allowed by placing the VI-I_'-AM switch to T/IR. (MDC-26, -13, -23), setting

the cobra cable PTT/C\V switch to PTT, and closing the PTT pushbutton on

either the cobra cable or the translation controls, kdonitoring the VHF-AM

is pro\dried by placing the VHF-AM T/Ik/OFF/REC switch to I_C.
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Each audio control panel has three thumbwheel-type potentiometer

controls: a VOX SENS control for adjusting the sens__tivJ'.tyof the VOX

circuit, an INTERCOM BALANCE control for decreasing the level of the

audio signals received from the RF equipn_ent relative to that received
from the intercom bus, and a VOLUME control for changing the overall

level of all audio signals to the earphones. Each channel, in the A/C

modules, also contains sidetone circuitry which enables a crewman to

monitor his own transmission.

S/C !nte rcornmunications.

S/C intercommunications and hardiine voice communications are
conducted \da the intercom bus, which is commonly connected to each of

the three A/G modules, to the I..CC dur'<ng prelmunch via the USM, and to

recovery forces via the swimmer electrical connector during recover),"

operations. 'fo communicate, a crewman must activate his A/C module by

placing the POWER switch to VOX or PTS" and setting the INTERCOM
switch to T/R.

An A/C intercom transmission can only be initiated willz the PTT key,

if the PTT position of the Fower switch is selected. In the VOX position,

either the VOX circuit or the PTT key will indicate an intercom trans.-

mission. If only an intercom tranmnission is desired, the PTT/CW switch

on the cobra cable should be in the CW position. Norrr:ally, the A/C

modules will remain activated throughout the entire mission.

In-Flight Voice Con_Ymnications.

In-flight voice communications with the MSFN rill be condu<:ted over
the IJSBS and the VH]_-Ai'_ transm,]tter-reee_ver equip_c_enL Co_t_o].s for

th, e S-band ard the VIIF-ARI _roups .'.re lec_t_d on h4PC_.?O, _nd h4]_(3-Z6,

-]3, and -Z3. The VHF-AAI controls on MDC-Z0 consist of a

T/R/O]_'F/REC switch that controls application of power, a IiCVR s_xitch
to control which of two receiver modes i simplex, Z duplex, are opera.tional_F ".'

a SQUELCH control to estab]J.sh the ].eve]. of RJ0" sigr, al required to pass !,

audio signals to the audio center, and a V._iF ANTENNA switch to manually
select the upper (+Z), or lower (-Z), antenna.. Voice transmission via [_._L

VHF-AM is controlled by the placement of the VHF-AM switch (MDC-Z6,

-13, or -Z3) to T/R, the cobra cabie MODE switch to PTT, and depressing

the PTT pu'shbutton on the cobra cable. Either T/R or R_EC pe.rmits voice

reception from the MSFN.

Voice communication is possible in all operational modes of the USBS,

with the except).on of the emergency key mode, providing the S-BAND switch

(MDC-Z6, -13, or -Z3) is placed at REC. Transmission is controlled by

the PTT pushbutton on the cobra cable, providing d',.e cobra <:able MODE

switch is in the PTT position. (Refer to paragraph Z. 8. 3. 3.4 for additional

information on the unified S-band operations, )

Recovery Voice Communications,

After touchdown, the PtF transceiver equipment wil] be utilized fo.r

voice comrnunicationsl It is controlled by the RECOVERY-HF s_dtches on

/{
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}dDC-g0 which include an OsN-OFl v switch and a SSB/J3GIq/.AM switch for

selecting mode. Eithe_ the single sideband (SSB) or amplitude modula-

tion (AM) rnodes may be used for voice cmrxmunications. The beacon

(BCN) mode is used to transn_it a continuous wave beacon for tracking

purposes.

Voice transmission in either the SSB or AM mode can be VOX- or

PTT-controlled when the RCDR/I-IF switch (MDG-Z6, -13, -23) is placed

to T/R.

The HF transceiver utilizes the HE recovery antenna. This antenna

must be deployed after touchdown by setting the POSTLANDiNG---ANTIEINNA

DEPLOY switches on E4il)C-Z5 to their upper positions, A and B_ while the

]vIASTER EVENT SgJQ CONT sv,,itches ] and 2 (Ik4DC-Z4) are at arm and

]_IASTEIZ EV])3NT SF]Q CONT ARk4 A and 13 c'rcuit" breakers (k, iDC-lg) are

closed,

The VHF/AM transmitt:er-receiver equip_mnt can be used as backup

by uti]izing VII...w recovery antenna No. Z which can be selected by setting

the VHI_" ANTENNA switch (hfDC-Z0) to IIE,COVERY. A.iso_ the GFAE

survival transceiver can be used inside the S/C by connecting its coaxial

cable to VHF recovery antenna No. i or No. Z at the coaxial bracket,

MDC-.9. These coaxial connectors may be utilized, during the interval

preceding the arrival of the recovery forces, in die most advantageous

manner° Any cmnbination of VHF recovery beacon, GI_'AE survival

transceiver, and VI-IF-AM transmitter-receiver may be employed as

warranted by the ser vicealSility of the co_Tm_unica.tions equipment.

Data Operations.

General.

T/C system data capabilities include the processing, storage, and

trans:_rission of TLM data. to the MSFN; the reception and processing of

up.-telemetry data (up-data) received from the MSEN; and during USBtD

testing, the transmission of TV from the TV camera, in addition to

transmitted data, verbal comments n'my be recorded on the voice recorder.

(See figure Z. 8-Z. )

TLM Trans_nission and Storage.

TEN{ data may simultaneously be transmitted via VHJ.7'-.]7"M and/or

S-band and recorded in the .U,S>]for delayed time transmission when

requested by MS]F_q. The system configuration prohibits transrnission or

recording of real ti_-ne data while transmitting sto_ed data.

TLM data for transmission to the ]>IS]7"Nconsists of analog and digital

signals obtained from the guidance and navigation system, central timing

equipment, instrumentation sensors and tra,_sducers located throughout the

S/C structure and operational systems, and biomedical sensor's worn by

ff
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the crewman. Some of the instrun_entation signals require conditio:_ing

before they can be utilized. This is accomplished by d_e signal conditioning

equipment (SCE) activated by the POWER-SCE switch on MDC-20. The

remaining TLM signals are either conditioned at their source by local

signal conditioners, whic}_ requires no action on the part of crewlnen_, or

do not need conditioning. The operational instrumentation signals are used

for S/C displays and real time or delayed TLM transmission via VHF-FM

and'/or S-band. Those ';o be telemetered are routed to the pulse-code

modulation-telemetry (PCM TLM) equipment. Most of the flight qualifica-

tion signals are routed to the PCM TLM equipment along with the •

operational TLM signals. A fe\% however, are recorded as analog signals

in tl_e flight qualification recorder (FQR) for postflight analysis only.

The FQR will be activated at brief intervals only during critical phases of

the mission by the FLIGHT _QUAL RCDR switch on MDC-19.

The PCM TLM equipment con_bines the signals to be telemetered and

converts them to a single, digital, pulse train which is then fed to the pre-

rnodulatlon processor eqaipment (PMP) and the data storage equipment

(DSE). The PCM TLM equipment is activated at all tin_e,_. Its only control

is the TLM INPUTS-- PCM switch on MDC-Z0. This switch is used to

select the PCM bit-rate. In. the HIGH (51, Z KBPS) position, all TLM

inputs to the PCM TLM equipment are processed and combined into the

output signal. The LOW (1.6 KBPS) position eliminates the less essential

parameters and is used or_ly when a PCM pulse train of reduced band\vidd_

is required. The reduced bandwidth allows PCM data to be recorded at a

reduced (3.75 ips) speed when long periods of data recording are required.

The PCM signal is fed to the PMP and DSE simultaneously: for tea]-

time (R/T) transmission and/or storage. For R/T transrnission, the

signal is processed through the PMP to the VHF/FM and/or S-BAND tranc--

mitters. The PMP is controlled by the POWER-- PMP switch, the S-BAND

group of switches, and the TAPE RECORDER-- PLAY switch. V_hen R/T

transmission is not possible, the 'PCM data can be stored in the DSE,

which is controlled by the TAPE RECORDER group of switches and the

TLM INPUTS-- PCM switch discussed in the previous paragraph, Wheh

played back later, the stored PCM data is also processed through the IzMP

to the VHF/FM and/or S-BAND transnqitters for tramsn_ission, The sole

function of the VHF/FM transrnitter is the transmission of R/T or stored

PCM data. Its only control is the VHF-FM-- ON/OFF switch on MDC-Z0.

It utilizes the same antennas as the VHF/AM transmitter-receiver, namely,

the upper o_ lower SCIN antenna as selected by the VHF antenna switch,

Backup capability for the transmission of PCM TLM data is provided

by the USBS. (.Refer to a subsequent discussion of unified S-band

operations. )

Up-Data Reception.

Up-data vchich can be transmitted to the S/C by the MSFN consists

of three types: G&N data. for up-dating the Apollo guidance cornpater,

[
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•timing data for up-.dating the central timing equipment (CfE), and rea].time

forcommands (ICI'Cs) _ providing the MS]i"N with limited control of certain

on-board functions.

During normal operations, up-data is received by the UHF/FM

receiver contained in the up-data link (UDL) equipment. Once received,

the signal is processed, and decoded, and the information is routed to the

G&N system, the CTE, or UDL-RTC relay box. For backup, up-data

can also be transmitted by MSEN stations to the S/C via the S-band

carrier. When this occurs, the up-data is received by the USBE receiver

which extracts the up-data subcarrier and routes it to the PMPwhere the

intelligence is removed from the signal and sent to UDL equipment for

processing, decoding, and distribution. .It! this S-band mode, the UHF/FM

receiver is bypassed. Selection of the Ut-IF or S-BAND znode is made with

the UP-DATA switch on MDC-Z0. The UP TLM CMD-- RESET/OFt c switch

(MDC-19) enables the crew to nu!iify previous RTCs and return control to

the S/C. An UP T]LM-- ACCE]-"T/BLOCK switch (MDC-]4) is also provided

so that G&N up-data can be prevented from effecting ti_e computer and the

attendant validity signal being sent to the PCM format.

Tracking and Ranging.

In-Flight Tracking and Ranging.

The fanction of the in-flight tracking and ranging equipment (figure

2.8--3) is to assist the MSIrN in determining S/C position and velocity. The

primary method emp!9yed is C-band tracking. The C.-ba.nd transponder

on-board the S/C is used fox" this purpose_ it operates in conjunction with

COlzven,..clxa,, c_.._tt- d.a, ed, r;_de._: F3]_];[)11,,3ii". _)y i.:,:a),,_n,LL_c,g xesb, ol_se

pulses to the IvIStVN when radar pulses from the earth are received. It

operates in a "l-pulse" or a "Z--pulse" mode, depending on the type of

radar equipment being used at the nearest MS_N station. A single control.,

the C-BAND switch on MDC--Z0, is used to activate the C-band transponder

in either mode.

Backup tracking and ranging capabilities are provided by the USBS.

Recovery Tracking.

Line-of-,sight and beyond-line-of-sight beacon trans)nissioz_ capa-

bilities are provided to assist recovery personnel in locating the S/C durip..g

parachute descent and after touchdown. Line--of-sight beaco_q transmission

is accomplished using the VHE recovery beacon equipment. The beyond-

line-of-sight capability is furnished by ol?erati_g the HE transceiver in a

beacon mode.

During parachute descent the VI!F recovery beacon is activated by

setting the RJF..COVk]ICY-- VHF-BCN switch (MI3C-Z0) to ON. This causes

a Z-second, modulated VI-tF pulse to be transmitted every 5 seconds

from VH1 v recovery antenna No. 1, which is deployed automatically with

VHE recovery antenna No. g when the main pa_'achutes are deployed.
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